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FREE EXTENSIONS OF CHIRAL POLYTOPES 

EGON SCHULTE AND ASIA IVIC WEISS 

ABSTRACT. Abstract polytopes are discrete geometric structures which generalize 
the classical notion of a convex polytope. Chiral polytopes are those abstract polytopes 
which have maximal symmetry by rotation, in contrast to the abstract regular polytopes 
which have maximal symmetry by reflection. Chirality is a fascinating phenomenon 
which does not occur in the classical theory. The paper proves the following general 
extension result for chiral polytopes. If ^C is a chiral polytope with regular facets J-, 
then among all chiral polytopes with facets %^ there is a universal such polytope (P, 
whose group is a certain amalgamated product of the groups of ^C and J. Finite exten
sions are also discussed. 

1. Introduction. Abstract polytopes generalize the classical notion of a convex 
polytope to more general combinatorial structures with a distinctive geometric and topo
logical flavor (Gninbaum [8], Danzer-Schulte [5], McMullen [13]). In recent years much 
work has been done on the classification by topological type of those abstract polytopes 
which are regular, that is, have maximal symmetry by reflection (cf. [14, 15, 16, 29]). 
Various methods of realizing regular polytopes as faces of polytopes of higher ranks 
have been described, including also free constructions of such extensions. It is known 
that among all regular polytopes with a given type 9£ of facets there is a universal 
such polytope Î7; if J denotes the facet type of ^C, then its automorphism group is 
A(&) = A(%)*Am (A(?) x C2), the free product of the two groups y*(3C) and^(^T) x C2 

with amalgamation along the two subgroups A (?) (cf. [21,22]). If %^ — {3} is the trian
gle, then T is the famous tessellation {3, oo} of the hyperbolic plane by (tri)asymptotic 
triangles (with vertices at infinity); see Figure 1 below. Its symmetry group is isomorphic 
to PGL2(Z), which occurs here in the form S3 *c2 (C2 x C2) (Magnus [10]). In general, the 
polytope (P is freely generated from its facet type ^C, just as the hyperbolic tessellation 
{3,00} is freely generated from triangles. 

Chiral polytopes are abstract polytopes which have maximal symmetry by rotation. 
Chirality of polytopes is a fascinating phenomenon which does not occur in the classical 
theory (Coxeter [1]). In rank 3, examples of chiral polytopes are given by the irreflexible 
maps on surfaces (Coxeter-Moser [4], Coxeter [2]). There are infinitely many irreflexible 
maps on the 2-torus, but for higher genus their appearance is rather sporadic, with the 
next examples occurring only for genus 7 (Garbe [6, 7], Sherk [25, 26]). 

For higher ranks very little is known about the construction of chiral polytopes and 
their groups. The basic theory of such polytopes of any rank is discussed in [23]. For 
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rank 4 interesting chiral polytopes can be constructed from hyperbolic honeycombs in 3 
dimensions using the one-to-one correspondence of isometries in hyperbolic 3-space and 
complex Môbius transformations ([24], Nostrand [20]); here the automorphism groups 
are projective linear groups over certain finite rings. All these polytopes are locally spher
ical or locally toroidal, in the sense that all their facets and vertex-figures are spherical 
or toroidal, respectively. In fact, we do not know of a finite chiral 4-polytope whose 
facets or vertex-figures are of higher genus, though they are likely to exist. In ranks 5 or 
higher it becomes very difficult actually to construct examples. Here the recent results 
of Wilker [30] on representations of Môbius transformations in higher dimensions by 
quaternionic (2 x 2)-matrices suggest that in ranks 5 and 6 examples of chiral polytopes 
can again be found from hyperbolic honeycombs in 4 and 5 dimensions. 

The main purpose of this paper is to describe a free construction for extensions of 
chiral polytopes. In contrast to regular polytopes, this is done in terms of rotations. It is 
proved that, if ^C is a chiral polytope with regular facets ^F, then there is again a universal 
polytope *£ with facets isomorphic to ^C, now with group A((P) = A(9Q *A+(?)A(!F), the 
free product of the two groups A(9Q and^(^F) with amalgamation along the two rotation 
subgroups A+(Jr) of the group of J. Here, our condition on the regularity of the facets J 
of % is necessary in order that any general extension result on chiral polytopes be true; 
in fact, extending twice would leave us with a chiral polytope with faces % of co-rank 2, 
which must always be regular. Again, as for regular polytopes, T is freely generated from 
its facet type. In a sense this is an irreflexible version of the free extension for regular 
polytopes. 

FIGURE 1 

2. Basic notions. For a detailed discussion of chiral polytopes we refer to [23], 
and for the theory of regular polytopes to [19]. (Note that in contrast to [23] we now 
write compositions of maps from left to right.) In this section we briefly outline some 
definitions and basic results from the theory of abstract polytopes ([5, 15, 23]). 

An (abstract) n-polytope (P is a partially ordered set with a strictly monotone rank 
function having range {—1,0,...,/?}. An element F £ T with rank(F) = j is called 
aj-face; typically Fj indicates ay-face. The maximal chains of fP are called flags. We 
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require that ¥ have a smallest (—l)-face F_i, a greatest «-face Fn and that each flag 
contains exactly n + 2 faces. Also 2> should be strongly flag-connected, that is, any two 
flags O and *F of fP can be joined by a sequence of flags 0 = 0o, O i , . . . , 0* — ^ 
such that each 0/_i and 0/ are adjacent in the sense that they differ by just one face, and 
On^F C O/ for each /. Furthermore, T is thin; that is, whenever/7 < G, rank(F) =j—l 
and rank(G) = 7 + 1 , then there are exactly twoy-faces H with F < H < G. The latter 
condition basically says that fP is "topologically real" and shares many combinatorial 
properties with convex polytopes. 

If F and G are faces of <$ with F < G, we shall call G/F := {// | F < H < G} a 
section of fP. We shall not distinguish between a face F and the section F/F_i , which 
itself is a polytope with the same rank as F. The faces of rank 0,1 and n — 1 are called 
vertices, edges and facets respectively. If F is a face, the polytope Fn/F is called the 
co-face of (P at F, or the vertex-figure of fP at F if F is a vertex. 

A polytope is said to be regular if its automorphism group 4̂(̂ P) is transitive on its 
flags. Let 0 := {F_i,F0 , . . . ,Fn} be a fixed flag, or base flag, of (P. The group ̂ f(̂ P) of 
a regular polytope !P is generated by the involutions p0,..., p„_i, where pt is the unique 
automorphism which fixes all but the /-face of 0 (/ = 0 , . . . , n — 1). These distinguished 
generators of A((P) satisfy relations of the form 

(p,p,y=\ (i,j = 0,...,n-l), 

where pa = l,pji = py =: pt if/ = / — 1, and/ty = 2 otherwise; here, them's are the 
entries in the (Schlàfli) type {pi,... ,p„-\} of fP. The group A{(P) and its generators pt 

satisfy the following intersection property: 

(pt | iei)n(pi I ieJ) = (pi | ieinj) for/,Jc {o,...,«- l}. 

Conversely, if a group generated by p$,..., pn-\ satisfies the above relations and this 
intersection property, then it is the group of a regular polytope. Such groups are called 
(string) C-groups to indicate that they are a generalization of Coxeter groups. 

For a regular polytope (P the rotations 

aJ := PjPj-l ( /= 1 , . . . , « - 1) 

generate the rotation subgroup A*((P) ofA(T), which is of index at most 2. These rota
tions Gj fix all faces in 0 \ {Fj-\,Fj} and cyclically permute consecutivey'-faces of IP in 
the section Fj+\ jFj-i of fP of rank 2. A regular polytope P̂ is called directly regular if 
v4+(fP) has index 2 in A((P). For a regular polytope fP, direct regularity is equivalent to 
orientability of its order complex, the simplicial complex whose simplices are given by 
the totally ordered subsets of *P not containing F_i and F„. 

Now, let fP be a polytope of rank n > 3. Then (P is said to be chiral if fP is not regular, 
but if for some base flag 0 = {F_i,Fo,... ,Fn} of (P there still exist automorphisms 
a\,..., cr„_i of !P such that ay fixes all faces in 0 \ {Fy_i, Fy} and cyclically permutes 
consecutivey'-faces of !P in the rank 2 section Fj+\/Fj-2 of CP. For a chiral polytope 
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the (orientation of the) ay's can be chosen in such a way that, if Fj denotes they-face 
of (P with Fj-x < F'j < Fj+i and F] ^ Fh then F]OJ = Fj (and thus FHXGj = F)_x) 
for j = 1,...,«— 1. The automorphisms a i , . . . , o-„_i generate A(f£) and satisfy the 
following relations 

of = 1 (1 < i < w - 1); 

(Oy0ry_i <7/)2 = 1 (1 < I <j<H- 1), 

with/?],.. .,pn-\ given by the type {p\,..., /V-i} of ^P. The automorphisms a\,.. .,(Jn-\ 
are called the distinguished generators oïA((P). 

The above local définition of chirality also has an equivalent global counterpart. Given 
a base flag O of !P, we call a flag *¥ of fP eve« (w///z respect to ®) if there exists a 
finite sequence of flags O = Oo, O i , . . . , <3>2k = ^ where any two consecutive flags 
are adjacent (that is, differ in exactly one face). Note that the number of flags in this 
sequence distinct from O is even. A flag of P̂ is odd (with respect to O) if it is not even. 
In particular, O is even and all flags adjacent to O are odd. Then a polytope (P is chiral 
if and only if its group A(^P) has precisely two orbits on the flags and these are the sets 
of even and odd flags. 

The group A{fP) of a chiral polytope & must necessarily satisfy a certain intersection 
condition, which is more complicated then the corresponding condition for regular poly-
topes and will be discussed in Lemma 1 in a particularly interesting special case. Then 
again the converse is true. Namely, if a group A is generated by elements a\,..., an^\ 
satisfying the above relations and this intersection condition, then A is the group of a 
chiral polytope or the rotation group of a directly regular polytope. Often it is hard to de
cide whether this polytope is chiral or directly regular, but the following criterion is quite 
helpful. The polytope is directly regular if and only if there exists an involutory group au
tomorphism p:A-^ A such that a\ i—> cr\x ,(J2^—^ VIO\ and Oj \—> ay for/ = 3,...,«— 1 ; 
see [23, Theorem 1], but note that now maps are written from left to right. In this case let 
po := p and pj := ajpj-uj = 1, . . . , n — 1. Then p0? • • •, P«-i generate the group A{*P\ 
while a i , . . . , an-\ generate its rotation subgroup A+(!P). 

Each chiral polytope T occurs in two enantiomorphic forms-, in a sense in a right and 
a left version ([24]). In terms of groups and generators, these can be represented by two 
distinct systems of generators for the automorphism group, one defined with respect to 
the base flag O of fP, and the other with respect to the flag O0 of !P which is adjacent to O 
and differs from O in its vertex. More precisely, these systems of generators ofA(T) are 
{ai,..., cr„_i} and {07 l, 020^, 03 , . . . , an-\}. Note that for a directly regular polytope ¥ 
the corresponding systems are equivalent under conjugation by the "reflection" p0 (= p); 
that is, there is no distinction between a left and right version of T or, equivalently, the 
two enantiomorphic forms are the same. 

An oriented chiral or oriented directly regular polytope is a chiral or directly regular 
polytope together with a distinguished enantiomorphic form; in the chiral case there are 
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two "orientations", in the directly regular case only one. In this paper, if enantiomor-
phism is not important for what is under discussion, or is understood, we drop the qual
ification "oriented" and simply talk about chiral or directly regular polytopes. However, 
enantiomorphism is important in the following definition of a class of chiral polytopes. 

Let fPi and fP2 be two «-polytopes. Recall that, if (P\ and fP2 are regular, then (£Pi, 5P2) 
denotes the class of all regular (n + l)-polytopes fP with facets isomorphic to fPi and 
vertex-figures isomorphic to (P2. Each non-empty class (fPi,̂ P2) contains a universal 
member denoted by {*P\, 2^}. If ^1 and îP2 are directly regular, then so is \f2\, T2}. For 
chiral polytopes the definition of classes is more subtle and involves taking care of the 
two enantiomorphic forms in which the polytopes can occur. More precisely, if (P\ and (P2 

are oriented chiral or directly regular polytopes, then (^P\,(P2)
ch denotes the class of all 

oriented chiral (n + l)-polytopes <P with (oriented) facets isomorphic to !Pi and (oriented) 
vertex-figures isomorphic to (22. Again, if fPi or (P2 is chiral and the class (fPi, ^P2)

ch is 
non-empty, then it also contains a universal member denoted by {fPi, lP2}

ch. Note that if 
the orientations of both (P\ and fP2 get changed, then the orientations of all members (P 
in the class get changed, and hence that of {(P\, fP2}

ch. However, the classes seem to be 
unrelated if the orientation of only one polytope is changed. 

In our applications we use the intersection condition for a group A only under an 
additional assumption on a certain subgroup of A. In this case it takes the following 
simpler form ([23], Lemma 10). 

LEMMA 1. Let n>4 and A — (cr\,..., crw_i ) be a group whose generators 07 satisfy 
the above relations. Assume that the subgroup (a\,..., on-2 ) of A is the group of a chiral 
(n—l )-polytope or the rotation group of a directly regular (n — 1 )-polytope. Also, suppose 
that the following intersection condition holds: 

(a i , . . . ,aw_ 2 )n(a; , . . . ,a„_i) = (ah .. .9(T„-2) fori = 2,...,n-\. 

Then A itself is the group of a chiral n-polytope or the rotation group of a directly regular 
n-polytope. 

For the purposes of this paper it will be convenient to introduce a new set of generators 
for the group A((P) of a chiral polytope ̂ P: 

Tj :=<Tj<Tj-\ (T\, (J> 1). 

Then T\ = u\, and?) for j > 1 is an involution. We also define TO :— 1. It follows that 
A(T) = ( n , . . . , rn-\ ) and the r/s satisfy the following relations 

(TjTjl\r = 1 (1 <j < n - 1), 

(1) 7 ? = 1 (2<j<n-\), 

(TjTrl)2=\ (l<i<j-l<n-2). 

Furthermore we remark that all sections of a chiral polytope must be directly regular 
or chiral polytopes. In particular, the (n — 2)-faces and the co-faces at edges are directly 
regular (cf. [23, pp. 498-499]). 
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3. Free extensions. Let %^ be an (oriented) chiral polytope of rank n (n > 3) and 
type {pu • •. ,pn-\ }> and let a\,..., a„-\ be the distinguished generators ofA^JQ (defin
ing the orientation of JQ. We shall also assume, for the reasons explained in the Intro
duction, that the facets of ^C a re (directly) regular. Let J be a facet of ^C with A+(f) = 
(<TI, . . . , a„_2) and^( J ) = (p0, • •,Pn-i), where ^ = p/p/_i for / = 1 , . . . , w - 2. Then 
^ ( f ) ^ + ( f ) K C 2 . 

We shall now construct (oriented) chiral polytopes of rank n + 1 whose (oriented) 
facets are isomorphic to %^. In particular, we shall describe a free construction which 
gives a universal polytope among all such polytopes. The following lemma motivates 
our approach. Its proof is straightforward. 

LEMMA 2. Let L be an (oriented) chiral polytope of rank n + 1 and type 
{/?!,... ,/?„_!, oo} with (oriented)facets %, LetA(L) = (r\,... ,r„_i,r„). 

(a) Then, in addition to (1) the Tj S also satisfy the relations 

(2) 7 ^ = 1 , 

(r„rr')2=l ( l < / < « - 2 ) . 

(b) rn induces the automorphism po on f '. 

Lemma 2 suggests considering the group A = (T\,...9T„) with the set of relations 
given by all the defining relations for A(!]Q (including those of (1)) and by the relations 
(2). Then by construction, A(L) of Lemma 2 is a quotient of A, so that A is the natural 
candidate for the group of the universal polytope with facet type ^C. To prove that this 
polytope really exists, and has certain properties, the key step is now to identify A as a 
suitable free product with amalgamation and then to use general properties of such free 
products. 

Let 

A1:=A(7Q = (TU...,T„-1), 

A2 :=A(f) = A+(!F) KC2 = (f, f„_,)K (po), 

and 

A :=A\ *A+{cF)A2, 

the free product of^i and A2 with amalgamation of the two subgroups A+(^f) ofA\ and 
A2. Then A is the group with generators 

and the following defining relations: all the defining relations for A(9Q, all the defining 
relations for ^4(̂ F), and 

V = V (/' = 2 , . . . , w - 2). 

Letr„ := po, crn := rnr~]:x = rnrn-\. Before proceeding we require 
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LEMMA 3. (a) A is generated byr\9...,Tn, and is defined by all the relations for 
A(HQ (including those of(l)) and the relations (2). 

(b) {ru...9rn^)^Ax=A{%). 
(C) (TU...9Tn-29Tn)^A2=A(!F). 

PROOF. TO prove (a), rewrite the defining relations of A in terms of T\ , . . . , r„, using 
the relations TJ = fj. Parts (b) and (c) follow from general properties of free products 
with amalgamation (more precisely, from (3) below). 

From now on we identify A\ with (r\9...9rn-\),A2 with ( n , . . . ,TM_2 ,T„), and con
sequently A+(J:) with (T\, . . . ,r„_2). Then A\ C\A2 = A+(^f). We refer to A\ and A2 as 
factors. A sequence a\,...9am (of length m) in A is called reduced if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) at is in one of the factors A\ or A2 for / = 1, . . . , m; 
(ii) at, oci+\ are in different factors A\ or A2 for / = 1, . . . , m — 1 ; 

(iii) at ^A+(^F) for i = 1,.,.,/wif/w > 1; 
(iv) a\ ^ 1 if m = 1. 

Below we use the following important fact known as the normal form theorem for free 
products with amalgamations (Lyndon-Schupp [9]): 

(3) If a\,..., am is a reduced sequence in A, then a\ a2 • • • am ^ 1 in A. 

Note that if a\,..., am is a reduced sequence, then oc\ a2 • • • am $ A \ and a\ a2 • • • am $ 
A2 if m > 2. 

The following lemma is used in the proof of the intersection condition. 

LEMMA 4. Let 2 < i < n — 1 and <p G (07,..., (jn-\ )• 

(a) Ifrn-\<p G A+if), then a~lx (f G (07,..., an-2). 
(b) IfTn-i(pr„-\ eA+df), then a~lx(p(Tn-i G (a/,...,o-w_2). 

PROOF. Let {F_i,F0 , . . . ,F„} be the base flag of 30 If rn-np G A+(f), then 
Fn-\Tn-\(f = Fn-\ and thus F„_i^_ 1 = F„-\T„-\, the (« — l)-face F ^ of %^. Hence 
Fn-\ = K-\Gn-\ = (Fn-np-{)(jn-i = Fn-i((f-

l(jn-i). But Fj(f = Fj for j = 
0 , . . . , / — 2, so that also Fj((p~l an-\) = Fj for j = 0 , . . . , / — 2. It follows that (p~lan-\ G 
(07,.. . ,07,-2), the stabilizer of Fo,. . . ,F;_2 andF„_i inA(9Q. This proves (a). 

lfTn-npr„-i G A+(F)9 then F ^ _ ^ = F„_IT„_I</? = Fn_!T„_i = F'n_x. But 
^,-i^n-i = ^V-i, so that F„_i^i,^a-„_i = F„_i. Also, for y = 0 , . . . , / - 2, 
FjO~\x(pon-\ = Fj because FjOn-\ — Fj = Fjip. It follows that a~\(pcrn-\ G 
(07,..., 07,-2). This proves (b). 

THEOREM 1. A is the group of an (oriented) chiral polytope fP of type 
{/?i,... ,pn-\, 00} w/7/z (oriented) facets isomorphic to %,. 

PROOF. We use Lemma 1. In order that A be the group of a chiral polytope it remains 
to verify the intersection condition 

(4) (07,...,07,) 0(0-1,...,07,-1) = (07,...,07,-1) (i = 2,...,n). 
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First, let i < n — 1 and p G (07,..., an). Then p can be written as 

(5) <? = (^0<Vl<2 (%~liPk-\0*nkVk 

with £5 = ±1 and ps G (07,... ,a„-\) (possibly ps = 1) for all s. Let k(p) be the 
minimum &, such that p can be written as in (5). If k(p) — 0, then p G (07,..., a„_i ). 
We need to prove that p ^ ( O Ï , . . . ,cr«-i) = ^i if £((/?) > 1. We use induction on 
& := k((p). Without loss of generality we may assume that <po = 1 = </?*. Then the case 
k — 1 is trivial because crw ^ A \. 

Let A: = 2 and <£> be as in (5). Assume (£1, £2) = (+1, +1). Then 

p = Onp\Gn = TnTn-\p\TnTn-\. 

However, \frn-np\ $ A+(yr), then rn, rn-\p\,Tn, rn-\ is a reduced sequence of length 
4 and thus <p $ A\. On the other hand we obviously cannot have rn-\p>\ G A+(^F). In 
fact, ifr„_i</9i G A+(^F), then Lemma 4(a) implies p\ € o-„_i(07, ...,cr„_2), <̂ i = trw_i7 
(say) with 7 G (07,..., cr„_2). It follows that 

= TnT
n-2^TnTn-\ 

= ^-2(T„7rw)Tw_i G T„_2T„yi+(^r)TwT„_i = T „ _ 2 ^ + ( ^ > V - 1 

C ^ ( a 0 = (t7,,. . . ,a l l-1); 

here we used the fact that (TnT~}2)
2 = 1. Now consider how p acts on Fj withy < / — 2. 

For7 > 1 the elements rn-2, rnlrn(~ poTpo) and rw_i fix F), and so does p. For7 = 0 
we have FOT„_2 = FQ = F0r„_i and F,

0rn^rn(= F^po^po) = F^, SO that again p fixes 
F7(= Fo). Consequently, p G (a/ , . . . , cr„_1) and thus k(p) = 0, contradicting k(p) = 2. 

Now assume (s \, £2) = (+1, — 1 )• Then 

p = onp>\o~x =Tn(Tn-\piTn-iyrn. 

As before, if rn^\p\Tn-\ $ A+(Jr), then r„, T„_I <^irw_i, r„ is a reduced sequence of length 
3 and thus p $A\. Again we cannot have rn-\ p\rn-\ G A+(^f). In fact, if r„_i p>\rn-\ G 
^+(^F), then Lemma 4(b) implies p>\ G crw_i (07,...,crn_2)a^1, p\ = 07^170-,^ (say) 
with 7 G (07,..., cr„_2). Then 

<f = T„(TA2_ia„)7cr~1T„_1rw 

= T„T~_27T„_2T„ 

= T ^ f o T T * ) ^ G T,_2^+(^)T--2 Ç ^ ( ^ ) . 

Considering again the action on the faces Fj, we observe as above that p fixes Fo, . . . , F/_2 
and thus <p G (07,..., an-\ ), contradicting A: = 2 again. 

The possibility of the signature (—1,-1) can be refuted by applying the above ar
guments for the case (+!,+!) to p~~x. In particular, if (£1,5:2) = (—1,-1), we cannot 
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have <p\Tn-\ G A+(^F) because of the minimality ofk. It remains to discuss the signature 

( - i . + i ) . 
If (£1,62) = (—1,+1), wehave 

(f = a~l(fian =Tn-i(Tn<piT„yrn-i. 

Now, if (f\ & A+(f), then rn-\, r„, ip\, r„, T„-\ is a reduced sequence of length 5, so 
that (p $.A\. But we cannot have (f\ G A+(J:), because of the minimality of A:. In fact, if 
<Pi G^+(J) , thensoisrn^irn(= po¥ 1 Po),implyingTn-i(Tn<piTnJr„-i(= <p) G,4(X). As 
above,r„_i and T„ip\T„ fix Fi , . . . ,F/_ 2 , and so does (/?. Also, Forn_i = FQ = F'0Tn(piTn, 
so that 9? also fixes Fo. It follows that (p G (07,..., aw_i ), contradicting k = 2. This 
settles the case k = 2. 

Now, let A: > 3 and </? as in (5). Using an = Tnrn-\ we can write tp as a product of 
terms in ̂ 4i or A2, with consecutive terms in different factors, such that all ^2-terms are 
rn and all A\ terms are of the form 

(6) tps, Tn-\(fS9 (fsTn-i Or Tn-\ipsTn-\. 

Now, this gives a reduced sequence if and only if each A \ -term is not in A+(!F). However, 
the terms in (6) cannot be in A+(!f) because the above arguments for k — 2 applied to 
the terms a£

n
s(psa

£
n

s+l would again contradict the minimality of A:. It follows that (p is the 
product of terms in a reduced sequence of length at least k. Therefore, ip $ A\. This 
completes the proof of (4) for / < n — 1. 

If/ = n, then (4) is equivalent to c/n $ A\ for eachy ^ 0. But dn — {jnTn-\i gives 
a reduced sequence of length 2/, so that the proof of the intersection condition is now 
complete. 

Finally, the last entry in the Schlàfl i symbol is 00 because on does not have finite order. 

REMARK 1. Our construction of the polytopes fP of Theorem 1 with facets of type 
^ also carries over to the case where %^ is directly regular. If 9£ is directly regular, then 
so is jF, and the rotation subgroups A+(9Q of A(9Q and ^4+(̂ F) of A(F) have index 2. 
The polytope T is now constructed from the group A := A+(9Q *A+(?) A(F). However, 
now !P is directly regular and A is the rotation group A+(!P). 

In fact, since J£ is directly regular, there is an involution a0 G A(9Q with a0 & A+(9Q 
which fixes all faces of the base flag of % except for the vertex. Conjugation by a0 

induces an automorphism a on A+(!JQ, and also an automorphism /3 on A{^) which 
maps A+(^F) onto itself. Since the two automorphisms a and /? have the same effect on 
A+(^F\ they can be extended to the amalgamated product A by an automorphism 7 (cf. 
[11, p. 207]). But 

Op = GjOC = OLQGJCXO — < Gi(j\ if7 = 2, 

U i f 3 < / < / i - l , 

and 

CfrTI = (rnTn-i)l = (Tn7)(T„_i7) = (»OPO«o)T„_l = p0Tn-\ = TnTn-\ = On. 
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The regularity of (P now follows from what was said in Section 2 ([23, Theorem 1]). 
To check that (P is indeed directly regular, note that 7 cannot be realized by conjugation 
with an involution in A; the proof again uses the normal form theorem for A. 

We remark that the construction for directly regular polytopes produces the same poly-
tope as in [21, Theorem 2] and [22, Theorem 2]. 

THEOREM 2. Let 9£ be an (oriented) chiral n-polytope of type {p\,... ,pn-\} with 
directly regular facets $ and with (oriented) vertex-figures %. Then there exists an 
(oriented) chiral (n + \)-polytope *P with the following properties: 

(a) (P has (oriented) facets isomorphic to %, 
(b) ¥ is universal among all (oriented) chiral (n +1 )-polytopes with (oriented) facets 

isomorphic to %; that is, any other suchpolytope is a quotient of (P. 
(c) A(T) = A(9Q XA+ffîAOF), the free product ofA(9Q andA(J) with amalgama

tion of the two subgroups isomorphic to A+(f). 
(d) & is of type {pu... ,pn-\, oo}. 
(e) (P = {̂ C, %}ch, the universal (oriented) chiral (n + \)-polytope with (oriented) 

facets isomorphic to 9£ and with (oriented) vertex-figures isomorphic to the n-
polytope % which is constructed from %> in the same way as Tfrom %, 

PROOF. Let (P be the polytope from Theorem 1. It remains to prove parts (b) and 
(e). For the proof of (b) let L be any chiral (n + l)-polytope with facets isomorphic 
to %^ and let A(L) — (a\,..., an), with a\,...,a„ the distinguished generators of 
A(L). Then a\,...,a„ satisfy all defining relations for A = A(fP) (expressed in terms 
of G\ , . . . , an), so that the mapping 07 1—> oti (i = 1 , . . . , n) defines a surjective homo-
morphism n:A(^) —• A(L). But n induces a covering K: (P —> L; that is, & is surjective, 
rank preserving and incidence preserving, and identifies faces of (P modulo ker(/c) (cf. 
[17]). Hence L is a quotient of (P, proving (b). 

To prove (e) rewrite the defining relations for A = A((P) with generators T\ , . . . , r„_i, 
f 1, . . . , fn-2, po in terms of the generators o\,..., crn. Then the following relations give a 
set of defining relations for A: all defining relations for A(HQ in terms of o\ , . . . , an-\ ; 
7-̂  = 1, with rn = onon^\ <j\\ and the relations expressing the action of r„(= po) 
on^+(^T), that is, 

(7) Tna/r„ = I G2(J\ if/ = 2, 
[o-j if3<j <n-2. 

Now, the facets of the vertex-figures % of fP are isomorphic to %. Hence, by part (b), 
% is a quotient of %. It follows that, if the universal polytope {̂ C, %}ch exists, then 
(P must be a quotient of it. In any case, if A := (â\,..., ân) is the group which would 
define {̂ C, %}Qh (regardless of existence or non-existence) in terms of generators and 
relations, then A((P) is a quotient of A (under the mapping 07 1—> 07). 

To see that the converse is also true, consider the following set of defining relations 
for A: all defining relations for A(9Q in terms of à j , . . . ,a„_i;f^2 = 1, with f„t2 •= 
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ônôn-\ &2l the relations expressing the action of fn^ on the rotation subgroup 
A*(%) of the group of the vertex-figure % of ^T, that is, 

\à-2
x i f / = 2, 

(8) fnaâjfna = l â3âj if y = 3, 
[âj i f 4 < y < « - 2 ; 

and last, the extra relation f^ = 1, with fw?i := Gnàn-\ ai. We need to check 
that a i , . . . , an satisfy all the defining relations for A(!P) in terms of <JI , . . . , on. The only 
problem is (7). But the relations (7) follow from (8); to give an example, 

T„,1<J3T„,1 =fyî>2<7l<73/T/i,2<7l = °\ fn^2d3fn^2G\ = &\ à3à\&\ 

= (â^lâ3â2)(â2â{) = âi(â2âi)(â2âi) = <r3, 

as required. Hence, 07 \—> âf defines a homomorphism of A((P) onto A, which is in fact 
an isomorphism. Therefore, {̂ C, fPo}ch exists, has groupe, and is isomorphic to fP. This 
completes the proof. 

Note that in Theorem 2 the vertex-figure % of 9£ may be directly regular, so that in 
part (e) the Remark 1 applies to give a directly regular vertex-figure % of CP. We also 
remark that an analogue of Theorem 2(e) can be proved for the polytope constructed in 
[22, Theorem 2]. 

The lowest rank to which the above theorems apply is n = 3, because all 2-polytopes 
are regular. If ^C is a chiral 3-polytope of type {p\,p2}, then its facets are /?i-gons 
and hence directly regular. Typical examples are the irreflexible maps on surfaces, for 
instance the toroidal maps {4,4}(^c), {3,6}(^c) and {6,3}^,c), with bc(b — c) ^ 0 
(cf. Coxeter-Moser [4]). These give chiral 4-polytopes of types {4,4,oo}, {3,6,00} 
and {6,3,00}; more precisely, we obtain the universalpolytopes {{4,4}^c), {4,00}] , 

{{3,6}(6,c),{6,00}} and {{6,3}^),{3,00}} . To give an example with facets of 
higher genus, if ^C is the chiral map of genus 7 and type {9,6} mentioned in Garbe [7], 
then fP = {̂ C, {6, oo}}ch has facets of genus 7. 

There are also examples of higher ranks. For instance, Nostrand [20] uses the honey
combs {4,3,6}, {5,3,6} and {5,3,5} in hyperbolic 3-space to construct infinite series 
of finite chiral 4-polytopes of the same types whose facets are cubes or dodecahedra; the 
groups are certain projective linear groups over finite fields. Now the extensions are of 
type {4,3,6,00}, {5,3,6,00} and {5,3,5,00}, respectively. Similar examples of types 
{3,4,4,00} and {3,3,6,00} can also be derived from the polytopes in [24]. 

In general it is very difficult to actually construct chiral polytopes of higher ranks. In 
fact, if a group A is already known to be the group of a chiral polytope or the rotation 
group of a directly regular polytope (P, then we must ensure that fP really occurs in two 
(distinct) enantiomorphic forms. This is a condition on not being able to map the two 
corresponding systems of generators of A = A{<P) onto each other by an involutory 
automorphism of A. This can also be put in another, equivalent way as follows. 

Let <£ be of type {pi,. . . ,/?«-i}, and let \p\,... ,pn-\T denote the rotation group of 
the Coxeter group \p\,... ,pn-\] whose diagram is the string diagram with n nodes and 
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n — 1 branches marked/?],... ,p„-\, respectively. Now, if A is given as a quotient of 
[pi, . . . ,pn-\ Y by the normal subgroup N (say), then (P is chiral if and only if iV is not 
normal in [pi, . . . ,/?w_i] (that is, TV is not invariant under conjugation by any generating 
reflection of \p\,... ,/?„_i ]). 

Examples of such subgroups N which are normal in \p\,...,pn-\Y but not in 
[pi, . . . ,/V-i] are easy to find if n — 3; for instance, take a suitable translation subgroup 
in the symmetry group [4,4] of the euclidean square tessellation. However, this method 
of construction breaks down for euclidean reflection groups in higher dimensions; in fact, 
it was proved in [16] that there are no chiral toroids of rank 4 or higher. This fact explains 
the exclusion of euclidean reflection groups in the following conjectures. 

CONJECTURE 1. Let p\,...,pn-\ be integers > 3 such that the Coxeter group 
[pi, . . . ,pn-\] is neither spherical nor euclidean. Then there are infinitely many finite 
chiral n-poly topes of type {p\,... ,pn-\ }• 

CONJECTURE 2. Let %^be a chiral n-poly tope of type {pu... ,pn-\} with directly 
regular facets, and let q > 3. Then there exists a chiral (n + \)-polytope ¥ of type 
{p\,... ,pn-\, q\ whose facets are isomorphic to %. 

Concluding we use the concept of residual finiteness of groups to give a nonconstruc-
tive approach to the above conjectures and to related problems of a similar nature. This 
generalizes analogous results of Vince [27] on combinatorial maps and of McMullen and 
Schulte [18] on polytopes which are regular. 

A group U is called residually finite if and only if for each finite subset T of U \ {1} 
there exists a homomorphism/ of U onto a finite group such that tpf^l for all <p G T. 
It is well-known that the finitely generated linear groups are examples of such groups 
(Malcev [12], Wehrfritz [28]). 

THEOREM 3. Let (P\ and *P2 be finite (oriented) chiral or directly regular n-polytopes 
but not both directly regular, and let {T\, f?2)ch 7̂  0- Let fP be an infinite (oriented) chiral 
(n + \)-polytope in ((P\,^2)ch whose group A((P) is residually finite. Then ((P\,(p2)ch con
tains infinitely many (oriented) chiral (n + \)-polytopes which are finite and are covered 
by<2. 

PROOF. The proof follows the same pattern as that of Theorem 1 in [18], so we 
shall only sketch it here. Let A((P) — {a\,..., on), and let G\ := (a\,..., a„-\ ) and 
G2 := (a2 , . . . ,aw) be the (rotation) groups of ^ and <P2. Then T\ := {GXG2) \ {1} 
is a finite subset of A((P). Since A(Û?) is residually finite, there exists a surjective ho-
momorphism/i:^(fP) —» A\ with^i a finite group such that iff ^ 1 for all ip G T\. 
But G[ \ {1},C?2 \ {1} C T\, and so the restrictions off to G\ and G2 are isomor
phisms. Now apply Lemma 1 to A\ — (a 1/1,..., 07/1 ), using the fact that its subgroup 
(<j\f\,..., (T„-\f[ ) is known to be isomorphic to the group G\ of fPi. On the other hand, 
the subgroup (cr^/i,..., 07/1 ) = G2 also satisfies the intersection property, and therefore 
the conditions of Lemma 1 can be reduced to the simple condition 

G l / inG 2 / i = (GinG 2 yi . 
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But now, if (f\ G G\9 (f2 G G2 and <f]f\ — ipifu then </̂ ~Vi £ ^G\ Hker(/i), so that 
by the construction of T\ we must have y>\ — (f2 E GiflG2; the other inclusion is trivial. 

It follows that A1 is the group of a finite chiral polytope in ((P\, 2*2 )ch; here, the chirality 
follows from that of fPj or !?2- By construction the polytope is covered by (2. The further 
proof now proceeds as in [18] by suitably constructing larger subsets Tt of A(&) and 
corresponding homomorphisms^: AiJP) —> Ai with 4̂/ a finite group. 

It would be interesting to know to what extent Theorem 3 carries over to the case 
where £Pi and Œ*2 are both directly regular. The non-existence of chiral toroids of rank 4 
or higher implies that it is not sufficient to simply assume (fPi, #2) 7̂  0- In other words, 
we need at least one chiral polytope fP to start with or, equivalently, {(P\,Û?2)ch 7̂  0-
However, it is not at all clear how to adjust the proof of Theorem 3 to obtain chirality of 
the polytopes if this chirality is not already given locally by the facets or vertex-figures. 
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